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The HBA Activities on Hydrogen Buses

The Hydrogen Bus Alliance
This document, produced by the Hydrogen Bus Alliance
(HBA), provides a brief update to the developments in
the hydrogen bus sector during 2010.
The Alliance was formed in October 2006 and includes
10 members to date:










Amsterdam (GVB)
Barcelona (TNB)
Berlin (BVG)
British Columbia (BC Transit)
Cologne (HyCologne)
Hamburg (HySolutions)
London (Transport for London)
Oslo (Ruter)
South Tyrol (Institut fur Innotive Technologien /
Istituto per le Tecnologie Innovative)
 Western Australia (Public Transport Authority of
Western Australia)
All of these cities and regions have high level political
support for hydrogen bus deployment programs and
have programs in place for new hydrogen bus trials.

Current Chairman
Heinrich Klingenberg
(HySolutions GmbH)

Secretariat provided by
Ben Madden
(Element Energy Ltd)

The HBA regions all intend to procure hydrogen buses
on a continuous basis as hydrogen buses move
towards commercial viability in the 2010-2020
timescale.
At present, the Alliance represents a cumulative fleet of
over 14,000 buses (mostly diesel buses) and an
average yearly purchase of over 1,400 city buses each
year. As a growing number of regions are interested in
joining the Alliance, the size of the combined fleet is
expected to grow accordingly.

Contact Us:
www.hydrogenbusalliance.org
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Foreword
2010 proved to be a busy year for the Hydrogen Bus Alliance: new fuel cell
hybrid buses have been deployed in Whistler and London; new fuel cell bus
trials have been announced in Amsterdam, Bolzano, Cologne, Hamburg and
Oslo.
Overall, the HBA is actively engaged in helping to deliver new projects which
will put some 60 fuel cell hybrid buses in full service by spring 2012.
As such, the HBA is the world’s most active hydrogen bus adopter.
The HBA-initiated CHIC project also began, with a kick off meeting in Cologne.
The project will gather data on the current generation of bus projects over the
next seven years, as well as providing funding for many HBA member projects.
The HBA also finished the NextHyLights project, which takes a strategic look at
the hydrogen bus sector over the next 20 years. The study concludes that
hydrogen-fuelled fuel cell bus technologies are among the very few
alternatives for a cleaner, oil-independent and affordable public transport
future.
The technology is, however, more expensive than today’s conventional diesel
solutions. Accordingly, HBA’s primary objective over the next years is to
encourage a substantial cost reduction by:
 Acting as a coordinated group of bus operators and using new projects and
intelligent procurement to drive costs down
 Ensuring a fruitful, long-term dialogue between operators and industry
 Making the case for support programs to back the technology as it moves
towards commercialisation
 Assisting new partners in engaging with new hydrogen bus projects
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Clean Hydrogen for European Cities (CHIC)
On 4th November 2010 the largest international trial of hybrid fuel cell buses
was started in Cologne. The HBA played an important role in initiating the
project.

The Project

Phase 1 Cities

The project’s core objectives are to;
a) prove the operational viability of
fuel cell bus technology – i.e. its
ability to provide a service
equivalent to diesel buses, and b) to
spread the technology within
Europe’s public transport fleets and
disseminate the results of the panEuropean trials.

Aargau - PostAuto Schweiz AG will deploy 5 CITARO
FuelCELL Hybrid buses supplied by EvoBus from end 2011.
The buses will serve in country routes in the Canton
Aargau area, Switzerland. This is Switzerland’s first
hydrogen bus project.

CHIC’s partners are grouped in three
phases. Phase 0 cities (Berlin,
Cologne, Hamburg and WhistlerCanada), which have separately
funded bus demonstrations, will
provide the results of their trials into
the CHIC project. Phase 1 cities (see
box on the right) will deploy and run
the buses funded by the EC whilst
Phase 2 cities are a group of
European regions (lead by Frankfurt)
which will be taken through a step
by step process, allowing them to
consider their own fuel cell bus
projects.
CHIC is a project supported by the
European Commission’s Joint
Technology Initiative (JTI).The
project includes 25 international
partners aimed at putting in regular
service 26 hybrid fuel cell buses in
five European cities for 5 years each.
8 out of the 9 CHIC’s Phase 0 and 1
partners are members of the HBA.
For more info:
http://chic-project.eu

Bozen (Bolzano) - The Südtiroler Transportstrukturen AG
in collaboration with the Institut fur Innotive Technologien
will operate 5 FC hybrid buses from 2012. The buses
(which will be procured in a formal tender in 2011) will
serve in Bolzano’ city centre as well as in the nearby
UNESCO world heritage area.
London - Transport for London will deploy 8 hybrid FC
buses in one of the most central city routes. The first bus
entered in service on December 2010. The project will
deliver the UK’s first route entirely served by zero emission
buses. The buses are supplied by ISE Corporation in
collaboration with Wrightbus and Ballard. Refuelling is by
Air Products.
Milano - Azienda Transporti Milanesi will operate three
CITARO FuelCELL Hybrid buses in an inner city route by
end of 2011.
Oslo – Ruter AS will deploy 5 hybrid fuel cell buses in
permanent service on inner-city and suburban routes. The
buses are will be supplied by Van Hool in collaboration
with Ballard whilst the refuelling station will be by Air
Liquide, all of whom recently won international tenders.

CHIC’s key numbers:



26 buses in 5 European cities and 4 European
countries
7 years duration, approx. 81.8m Euro project,
26m Euro funding from the EC, 25 partners
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BC Transit: the world’s largest fleet of hybrid FC buses
BC Transit inaugurated its fleet of 20 hybrid fuel cell buses for the 2010
Winter Olympic Games (Feb 2010). This five-year (2010-2014) trial based in
Whistler, Canada, includes the world’s largest hydrogen refuelling station.

The Project
The project is the flagship of BC
Transit commitment to reduce its
carbon footprint and has been
funded as a part of the Government
of British Columbia’s plan to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by 33% by
2020.
The fleet of fuel cell buses are
replacing 17 out of Whistler’s 24
buses during the winter season and
100% of the fleet during other
seasons. In practice, an entire town
is being served by FC hybrid buses.
After a challenging commissioning
period to ensure service during the
Olympics, the buses are now running
well towards the end of their first
full year.
The trials includes the world largest
hydrogen refuelling station (HRS),
which has a peak dispensing capacity
of 1000kg/day and on-site liquid
hydrogen storage capacity of up to
10,000 tonne.

Technical details
The buses
BC Transit’s 20 buses are supplied by New Flyer which
adapted a 12metre bus platform with ISE’s ThunderVolt
drive system.
The buses are powered by a Ballard’s FC velocity-HD6
150kW fuel cell system, can carry up to 60kg of gaseous
hydrogen at 350bar.
The refuelling station in Whistler
Supplied by Air Liquide Canada, the refuelling station can
dispense up to 1,000kg of hydrogen per day and refuel
eighteen buses in sequence with approx. 10 minutes per
bus. The hydrogen is delivered in liquid phase by truck
from Air Liquide’s production plant in Bécancour, Quebec.

BC Transit’s bus trial is supported by
the Governments of Canada and
British Columbia, the Resort
Municipality of Whistler and the
Canadian Hydrogen Fuel Cell
Association, which jointly provided
CAN$89 million for the realisation of
the project.

BC Transit’s trial in short:

For more info:
http://www.transitbc.com/fuelcell/
media.cfm






20 FC buses in permanent service forming the
majority of the bus fleet of Whistler resort.
The project will run for five years (2010-2014) and
cost approx. CAN$89 million
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Hamburg confirms its ambitions for clean transportation
In 2010, Hamburger Hochbahn announced that they are preparing to operate
10 new hybrid fuel cell buses and Europe’s largest refuelling station

The Project
In 2010 Hamburger Hochbahn - the
public transport agency of Hamburg
– and EvoBus – the leading German
bus manufacturer – announced the
procurement of 10 new CITARO
FuelCELL hybrid buses.
Hochbahn’s FC bus fleet will be
refuelled in a new refuelling station
located in the old harbour area of
Hamburg (HafenCity). The station’s
hydrogen will be partially produced
from renewable electricity through
on-site electrolysis. The project will
therefore also demonstrate the
viability of ‘green’ on-site hydrogen
production.
Hamburger Hochbahn’s trial is part
of Germany’s Clean Energy
Partnership (CEP) activities in
Hamburg. The project is supported
by the federal German government
under the National Innovation
Program (NIP) and by the city of
Hamburg as a part of its strategy for
reducing CO2 emissions by 40% by
2020. As a part of the project,
Hamburger Hochbahn also has plans
to deploy a large fleet of MercedesBenz B-Class F-CELL cars.
The project continues Hamburg’s
experience with fuel cell buses, as
the city previously operated 9 FC
buses during the CUTE and
HyFLEET:CUTE demonstrations.
For more info:
http://www.cleanenergypartnership.de/

Technical details
The buses
Hamburger Hochbahn’s buses will be the new CITARO
FuelCELL Hybrid bus solution, developed by EvoBus GmBH.
The buses – whose development has been supported by
the European Commission and draws on experience during
HyFLEET:CUTE– are powered by two 75kW FC systems
developed by AFCC. The buses carry 35kg of gaseous
hydrogen at 350bar.
The refuelling station in HafenCity
Developed by Vattenfall Europe in collaboration with
Linde, Hamburg’s new hydrogen refuelling station will be
Europe’s largest having a peak dispensing capacity of
approximately 750kg/day. The station is designed to fuel
buses (350bar) and cars (700bar). The challenging site (on
a bridge in a built up urban area) has led to imaginative
design solutions, proving the potential to locate large
volume hydrogen fuelling in dense urban locations.

Hamburger Hochbahn’s trial in short:



10 FC hybrid buses in permanent service will
replace a retiring FC bus fleet during 2011
The buses will be refuelled in Europe’s largest
hydrogen refuelling station (750kg/day)
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London inaugurates UK’s first zero-emission bus route
A fleet of 8 hybrid fuel cell buses to serve one of London’s most central bus
routes, 364 days per year - 20 hours per day

The Project
The project is part of TfL’s activities
for reducing the environmental
impact of its bus fleet and draws on
the experience gained in the CUTE
and HyFLEET:CUTE demonstrations
where London operated 3 fuel cell
buses.
The buses will provide a complete
service on a Central London route.
The first bus entered in service at a
ceremony led by London’s deputy
Mayor in December 2010. 5 more
buses entered in service by mid2011 whilst the entire fleet of 8
buses is expected to enter in service
by end 2011. The project, which will
run for at least for four years, will
deliver UK’s first route entirely
served by zero emission buses.
As a part of the project, Air Products
have built a new refuelling station
and a dedicated H2 bus maintenance
facility. Both are based at an existing
bus depot near the Olympics 2012
site.
Transport for London’s new FC bus
project is being supported by the
Department of Energy and Climate
Change and the European
Commission’s Joint Technology
Initiative as a part of the CHIC
project.
For more info:
http://www.london.gov.uk/lhp/inde
x.jsp

Technical Details
The buses
The buses are supplied by ISE Corporation in collaboration
with Wrightbus and Ballard. The hybrid drivetrain (ISE’s
ThunderVolt drive system) is based on super capacitors
and is powered by Ballard’s FC velocity-HD6 75kW fuel cell
system. The buses carry approx. 42kg of useable gaseous
hydrogen at 350bar.
The refuelling stations
London’s new refuelling station is based on the innovative
Air Product’s Hydra tanker concept, which carries liquid
fuel, but is able to dispense high pressure compressed
hydrogen into the fuelling station. The station is designed
to dispense up to 350kg of gaseous hydrogen per day at
350bar, although capacity can be easily upgraded as the
Hydra tanker can store up to 3.5 tonnes of hydrogen onsite.

The London trial in short:


8 hybrid fuel cell buses in 364 days per year - 20
hours per day service



The trial is part of the CHIC project
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Ready to welcome the new APTS Phileas hybrid FC buses
Amsterdam and Cologne will soon operate innovative hybrid FC buses based
on an 18m lightweight articulated bus platform

The Project
In 2010 four APTS Phileas hybrid fuel
cell buses have been jointly
commissioned by Cologne’s and
Amsterdam’s public transit agencies
(RVK and GVB) with the support of
the North-Rhine Westphalia (NRW)
Ministry of Economic Affairs, the
NRW Transport Ministry, the Dutch
Transport Ministry, the Public Works
and Water Management Ministry
and Amsterdam’s regional and
municipal authorities.

The joint project is part of the two
regions’ objective to create a
hydrogen corridor from Amsterdam
to the NRW area.
Cologne’s two buses are part of
HyCologne’s and NRW’s activities for
promoting hydrogen powered buses
into region’s public transport fleets.
Amsterdam’s buses continues
Amsterdam’s experience with fuel
cell buses, as the city previously
operated 3 FC buses during the CUTE
and HyFLEET:CUTE demonstrations.
A first bus was presented at the 18th
World Hydrogen Energy Conference
in Essen in May 2010 whilst the next
buses are expected to arrive in
Cologne at the start of 2011. All four
buses will enter full service by mid2011.
For more info:
www.hycologne.de
http://www.hymove.nl/

Technical Details
The buses
The Phileas hybrid FC buses are based on an innovative 18
meters low-floor lightweight triple-axle platform, which
can carry 35 seated and up to 120 standing passengers.
The composite body was developed by Advanced Public
Transport Systems BV (APTS), the buses’ hybrid drivetrain
has been developed by Vossloh Kiepe GmBH using super
capacitors, HOPPECKE’s battery and Ballard’s FC velocityHD6 150kW fuel cell system. The buses carry 42kg of
useable gaseous hydrogen at 350bar.
The refuelling stations
Whilst Amsterdam will refurbish the existing refuelling
facility (commissioned during for the CUTE demo), Cologne
recently inaugurated a new station. The station will start
its activity with 100kg of gaseous hydrogen per day of
peak capacity at 350bar pressure although it can be
upgraded to accommodate a larger number of vehicles.
The hydrogen is provided as a by-product from the local
chemical industry.

The Phileas bus trials in short:


4 hybrid fuel cell buses based on a lightweight bus
platform which can carry up to 170 passengers
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Other HBA Activities in Brief
Oslo joins the HBA
Ruter AS, Oslo’s public transport management company, joined the Hydrogen Bus Alliance in mid-2010
after becoming partner in the CHIC project.
The HBA secretariat and members provided extensive support to Ruter AS during the procurement
process for 5 hybrid fuel cell buses and associated refuelling station. These contracts were eventually
led to a consortium led by the Belgian bus manufacturer Van Hool (buses) and Air Liquide (refuelling).
The buses are based on a 13 metres bus platform and are powered by Ballard’s FC velocity-HD6
150kW fuel cell system. The buses, which will serve on trafficked inner-city and suburbs routes, are
expected to enter in service at the start of 2012.
Oslo’s buses will be refuelled in a new refuelling station which will be constructed by Air Liquide in the
Oslo area of Rosenholm. The station will deliver over 250kg/day of hydrogen, which will be produced
from on-site renewable-powered water electrolysis.
For more info: http://www.ruter.no/

EC-supported study on hydrogen bus rollout- NextHyLights
NextHyLights is a study part-funded by EC’s Joint Technology Initiatives (JTI) which has produced
recommendations on the next generation of hydrogen vehicle demonstrations across Europe.
The twelve months project investigated different vehicle segments, including transit buses. Element
Energy, on behalf of The Hydrogen Bus Alliance, led the work package on hydrogen buses. In addition,
members provided a range of strategic insights and important data.
The bus related outputs include:





A ‘State of the Art document’ – which reviews the status ofH2 bus technology and makes
predictions about how the technology’s cost and performance will change through time
A ‘Commercialisation Strategy’ – which examines the costs of hydrogen bus rollout scenarios on
the path to commercialisation and concludes on the nature of public support which will be
required to achieve rapid bus commercialisation
Recommendations to the Joint Technology Initiative on the most appropriate support for the
hydrogen bus sector over the next three years.

The study provides favourable conclusions for hydrogen bus prospects. The study suggests cost parity
with new trolley bus routes will be achieved between 2015 and 2020, with full cost parity with diesel
vehicles by 2025. At this point the exact economics of Hydrogen buses versus diesel will be dictated by
the relative price of diesel and hydrogen fuels for bus operators.
For more info: http://nexthylights.eu/
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Recent International Activities on Hydrogen Buses
In this section we summarise some of the other developments
in hydrogen buses from around the world.

USA
There are a number of FC bus projects running across the United States. Key demonstrations include:

1 - The Zero Emission Bay Area (ZEBA) bus trial, which is to deploy 12 hybrid fuel cell buses in the San
Francisco metropolitan area, California. The demonstration is a joint collaboration between 5
transit agencies active in the San Francisco bay area (AC Transit, Santa Clara Valley Transport
Authority, SAM Trans, Golden Gate Transit and San Francisco Metropolitan Transport Agency) and
is led by AC Transit. The buses are supplied by the Belgian Van Hool, are powered by UTC Power’s
120kW Puremotion fuel cell systems and have 40 kg of hydrogen on-board. The buses are based
on a 12metre low-floor platform and can carry up to 32 seated passengers. The first bus was
delivered in May 2010 whilst the remaining 11 buses are expected to gradually enter service
throughout 2011.
As a part of the trial, Linde will construct two new hydrogen refuelling stations in East Oakland
(equipped with on-site liquid hydrogen storage technology) and Emeryville (equipped with a solarpowered electrolyser).
2 - The Federal Transport Authority (FTA)’s National Fuel Cell Bus Technology Development Program
(NFCBP), which is to trial 10 hybrid fuel cell buses in a number of American regions. The program
awarded $49 million to three non-profit organizations (CalSTART in California, the Southern
Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Coalition in Georgia and the Northwest Advanced Vehicle Consortia in
Massachusetts) to develop commercially viable fuel cell buses. Key firms contracted for buses’
development include: Proterra, El Dorado, Van Hool; Ballard, Hydrogenics, Nuvera and UTC Power.
3 - The Burbank bus trial, which is demonstrating one battery-dominant, plug-in hybrid fuel cell bus
developed by Proterra under the National Fuel Cell Bus Technology Development Program. The bus
features two Hydrogenics’ HyPM HD16 fuel cell systems, Altairnano’s TerraVolt lithium titanate
battery and carries 30 kg of hydrogen on-board. The bus is based on a 12metre low-floor platform
and can carry up to 37 seated passengers.

For more info: http://www.nrel.gov/hydrogen/proj_fc_bus_eval.html

Japan
Since December 2010, one hybrid fuel cell bus supplied by Toyota and Hino is providing shuttle service
between the central airport of Tokyo and Tokyo’s International Airport (Haneda Airport). The bus is
based on a 10metre Hino Blue Ribbon platform and is powered by a Toyota’s 170kW fuel cell system.
The bus is being served by two refuelling stations (in Tokyo and in Haneda).
For more info: http://hysut.or.jp
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China
3 new hybrid fuel cell buses have been introduced in occasion of Shanghai 2010 Expo. The buses,
funded under UNDP’s Global Environment Facility programme, are supplied by SAIC and powered by
Ballard’s FC systems. In November 2010, Air Products announced a new hydrogen station for refuelling
50 buses supplied by the Clean Energy Automotive Engineering Centre of Tongji University.
For more info: www.airproducts.com/PressRoom/CompanyNews/Archived/2010/16Nov2010.htm

Brazil
The Brazilian transit agency EMTU announced that they would soon operate three new hybrid fuel cell
buses, supplied by the Brazilian integrator Tuttotrasporti. The buses are based on a Marco Polo
platform and will be powered by Ballard’s FC velocity-HD6. The project is being supported by the
Brazilian Government and UNDP’s Global Environment Facility programme. Since the end of 2009,
EMTU have been operating one hybrid fuel cell bus (developed by the same consortium) in Sao Paulo.
Further bus activities in Brazil are anticipated as the country prepares to host the 2014 World Cup and
2016 Olympics.
For more info http://fuelcellsworks.com/news/2011/01/05;
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